
 

 

 

 

2012E.C (2019/20) ACADEMIC YEAR 

3rdQuarter Physics 4th Note and worksheet for grade 9 

What happens when a substance absorbs heat energy? 

As a substance absorbs heat energy, the particles vibrate more (in a solid) or move faster (in a liquid or 

gas) as the heat energy is converted into the kinetic energy of the particles as the temperature rises. As the 

particles gain more energy, we can see that they move further apart from each other, which means the 

substance will expand (increase in size). The expansion of substances on heating is called thermal 

expansion. This happens in solids, liquids and gases. 

Thermal Equilibrium 

Heat energy flows from a hotter body to a colder body. Place your hand near an oven and you can feel the 

heat energy flowing into our hand. 

When there is a movement of heat energy from a hotter object to a colder object, we say that the two 

objects are in thermal contact. Objects in thermal contact do not have to be in physical contact but they 

could be touching each other. Imagine that we have two objects, A (at 90 °C) and B (at 50 °C). A and B 

are in thermal contact. There will be a net flow of heat energy will flow from A to B. 

As heat energy is lost from A, the particles in A will slow down. They have, on average, less kinetic 

energy and so the temperature of A will decrease. The opposite happens at B. As B gains heat energy, the 

particles in B move faster, their average kinetic energy will increase and so the temperature of B rises. 

This process of heat loss from A and heat gain by B will go on until A and B both reach the same 

temperature. At this point, thermal equilibrium is reached (heat loss from A will equal heat gained by B 

so that there is no net movement of heat energy between the two bodies). 

• If two bodies are in thermal equilibrium, they will also be at the same temperature. 

The details of how two bodies in thermal contact obtain thermal equilibrium are governed by the first and 

second laws of thermodynamics. 

 

                                                                    

 

First Law of Thermodynamics 

The first law of thermodynamics has more than one form but all are really different ways of saying the 

same thing. It is essentially the law of conservation of energy; that is, the energy cannot be created or 

destroyed but can be transformed into other forms. 

Imagine a gas that has a certain internal energy (the sum of the gas particles’ kinetic and potential 

energy). The increase in internal energy of the gas, ▲U, will be equal to the heat energy it has gained, 

▲Q, plus any work done on the gas, ▲W (for example if it is compressed). 

• ▲U = ▲Q + ▲W 



• ▲U = change in internal energy in J 

• ▲Q = heat energy added to system in J 

• ▲ W= work done on system in J 

Notice in this case ▲U is the internal energy of the gas. Even though it is the sum of the kinetic and 

potential energies of the particles in the gas it is essentially a potential (stored) energy in the gas, hence 

the symbol U. All these terms are energies and so measured in joules. 

We can see from the equation that if no work is done (▲W = 0), the heat energy we add to the object will 

equal the increase in internal energy. This means the temperature of the object will rise. In other words, 

energy has not been created or destroyed, just transformed into other forms. 

We can also increase the internal energy by doing work on the substance. Imagine the gas inside a pump. 

If we rapidly compress the pump with our thumb over the end we are doing work on the gas inside it. In 

this case the work goes into increasing the internal energy of the gas. The gas gets hotter. 

Second Law of Thermodynamics 

The second law of thermodynamics concerns the direction of heat flow between two bodies. Usually, as 

we have seen when we looked at thermal equilibrium, heat energy flows spontaneously from hotter 

objects to colder objects. The second law of thermodynamics might be expressed as: 

• Heat generally cannot flow spontaneously from a material at lower temperature to a material at higher 

temperature. 

Heat energy will not flow from a colder object to a hotter one spontaneously unless work is done. Energy 

must be used to reverse the usual flow of heat energy. This principle is used in refrigerators, freezers and 

air conditioning units. The contents of a fridge are cooled by a liquid evaporating, but work has to be put 

in so as to condense the gas for further use. 

Exercises 

1. The concept of thermal equilibrium allows us to measure temperature. Imagine our object B is a 

thermometer; what temperature will the thermometer read when it is at thermal equilibrium with 

object A? Will this temperature be exactly the same as the original temperature of A? explain  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

2. What is the change in internal energy of a gas that is being heated and compressed by a heat flow 

into the gas of 500 J and 200 J of work? 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

3. Imagine a cup of tea. If you stir it really fast you might do 20 J of work on the tea. At the same 

time there has been a flow of heat from the tea to the surroundings of 100 J. What is the change in 

internal energy? 

 

 

 

 

 



 

4. Explain why a solid expands on heating. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

5. Describe what happens, in terms of the movement of heat energy, when a hot object is in thermal 

contact with a cold object. Explain how this process could be reversed. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

6. Convert the following temperatures to the Kelvin scale: 

a) -32.00 °F 

b) 50.0 °F 

c) 100 °F. 
 

 


